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The following notes set down the criteria and definitions used in compiling the housing development schedules.
Indications
of
Online Database
accuracy and methods of interpreting the information are also included.
Explanation of Terms
HOUSING
Each record contains detailed information on individual housing sites. Details of each site with a capacity of five or more houses
are recorded along with recent rates of housing completions and an assessment of likely future development rates. This
assessment takes into account factors such as planning status, infrastructure constraints, building capacity, market demand,
housing and financial plans. The following definitions and classifications apply:
SITE DETAILS
Site Ref

Location
Developer
Tenure

G/B
Area
Tot Units

e.g. A/NG/R/009 - Council/Area/Residential Site/Sequential Reference Number. 'x' indicates that the site
previously given this number has been removed from the schedules and replaced with a new entry. 'a' 'b' etc.
are used to indicate where an existing site has been split into separate sites.
Address of site.
Refers to the agency responsible for the development and management of the site and not necessarily to the
actual construction company.
Five tenure types are specified:HA
Housing association for rent.
LA
Local authority
PRIV
Private
MOD
Ministry of Defense
OTHER
Other tenure, i.e. housing association shared ownership or low-cost home
ownership and joint venture between a local authority and a private developer.
This indicates whether the site was greenfield or brownfield before construction.
Site areas are quoted in hectares and represent the gross area of the site.
The capacity of sites is expressed as a number of house units. For sites where no detailed housing layout has
yet been prepared and no density has been specified, then a rough estimate of the likely number of houses has
been made.
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Land Use

H Type

Size

Categorises the main existing or former use of a site before it is rezoned or developed. The system was
devised by the Macaulay Institute for Soil Research. The land use categories used are:
Housing Land Audit
RAIL - Railway
AG BLDG - Agricultural building
Online Database
MOD - Ministry of Defense
WOOD - Woodland (may also be grazed)
PUB BLD - Public Building
HOSP - Hospital
Explanation of Terms
UNUSED - Derelict, vacant, backland etc.
HORT - Allotments and nurseries
COMMTY - Community facility
RESID - Residential
IND – Industry
COMM - Commercial
PRIV/PUB OS - Privately or publicly owned open space
EDUC - Educational
AGR - Agricultural land by class (1,2 & 3.1 = prime)
Describes the type of house to be built .
SPEC - special housing
SH - sheltered housing
FLATS - flats
SP - single person housing
E - housing for elderly persons
GN - general needs housing
CONV - conversion
AM - amenity housing
ST - student flats
D - housing for disabled persons
Where possible a broad guide to house size has been provided.
S - Small (1 and 2 apartments)
L - Large (5 or more apartments)
M - Medium (3 and 4 apartments)
X - Mixed Sizes

APPLICATION DETAILS
Application Ref
Reference number of planning applications relating to the development of the site.
Units
Number of house units relating to each planning application.
Type
Indicates the type of planning application:OUT Application for Outline Permission
DET Application for Full Permission or Permission for Reserved Matters
Decision
Details of the decision on the application, i.e. Approved, Refused, Withdrawn, Expired, Pending.
Dec. Date
Date of the final decision on the application.
Notes
This column has primarily been used to clarify the planning status of local authority sites.
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COMPLETION DETAILS
Built
Take up rates are listed on an annual basis. A post-2014 column includes theHousing
units that Land
remain Audit
to be
constructed after 2014.
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DEVELOPMENT LOCATION MAPS
Development location maps at 1:11,100 and 1:3,250 scales have been prepared for each area and indicate the boundaries of all
development sites included within the schedules. The maps have been produced using the Council's Geographic Information
System (GIS). An O.S. based Index Map has been included for ease of reference and the numbers of any adjoining maps are
indicated by figures centered at the sides of each map. A site listed on the schedules is shown shaded when the site is either
presently undeveloped or under construction and hatched when the site has been fully developed.
It should be noted that the information contained in these Schedules is believed to be accurate at the time of printing. While every
effort has been taken to avoid errors, interested parties should verify for themselves the latest position in respect of individual sites.

For further information on the Housing Development Schedules, including historical sites
Please contact Sharon Wilkinson - e-mail: swilkinson@aberdeencity.gov.uk
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